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Excursion to the «Mini Valley of Geysers» + the waterfall
«Veronica’s braids», 1 day
The tourists are attracted by Mutnovsko-Gorelaya group of volcanoes located 80 km to the south of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky on the other
shore of the Avacha bay. The excursion will be held on the northern slope of the Mutnovsky volcano (2323 m) on the path to the fumaroles field «Mini
Valley of Geysers». The scientists claim that this is one of the most active volcanoes in the world; there is a Mutnovskaya Geothermal power plant at
the foot of the volcano.
Period of the tour: July – September
Kind of tour: by car and on foot
Duration: 1 day
The place of the beginning and the end of the route : Bus station (10 km)
Time of the meeting: 08:55 a.m.
The number of people in a group: 4 and more
The route: P-Kamchatsky – Mini Valley of Geysers – P-Kamchatsky
NB: Well-experienced drivers and guides work on each route. For the objective reasons (bad weather, MES recommendations, life and health threat of
a tourist) a guide has a right to change a direction and a timetable of a route immediately. A tourist must execute the accident preventions and follow
the commands of a guide.
Day

Time
09:00
11:30

1
21:00

Program
Departure from P-Kamchatsky (2hrs)
Arrival to the Mutnovskaya GeoTerm power plant. Ascension to the field «Mini Valley of Geysers», the ascension is not
hard and suitable for people of any age. Lunch. Drive to the waterfall «Veronica’s braids». Rest, sightseeing. Drive to the
Verhne-Paratunskiye hot springs, bathing in the springs. Dinner.
Arrival to the town.

The price includes:
- transportation,
- meals on route,
- group equipment (cooking utensils, fire utensils)
- tour guide, guide assistant, cook services, driver,
- payment to GeoTerm (the admission for the departmental road),
- assurance.
Necessary equipment: backpack, private equipment, tracking footwear with rigid sole which is suitable for rocky territory, wind-water protective jacket
with a hood, sweater, a sweater, a headdress, gloves, sunglasses, a security measure from solar burns and blood-sucking insects, means of personal
hygiene, bathing accessories.
Children under 12 y/o are allowed to obtain a tour only with their parents.
People needing treatment and continuous medical supervision are not recommended to travel along this route.

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

